
 
 

PRIMARY JOB DUTIES AND ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS/JOB REQUIREMENTS WORKSHEET 
 
Position Title:  Van Aide   Position Number:         Today’s Date: 10/17/16
  
Division:          Department:   Transportation   
 
The primary job duties of a position are those duties that are critical to the position and are the primary 
reasons for which the position exists. Essential functions/job requirements are the physical and mental 
demands that an employee must be able to perform, with or without reasonable accommodation, in order to 
accomplish the primary job duties. A primary job dutyis a duty one that if the employee were unable to 
perform thatduty, it would fundamentally alter the position.   
 
Other factors to consider in determining primary job duties include: the number of other employees who can 
or do perform that duty; the degree of expertise or skills required; and the time spent performing it.The 
marginal or non-essential job duties are those that could be redesigned or reassigned to other employees, if 
necessary.  
 
Please answer the following questions to aid in identifying the “Primary Duties” of the position. Employees 
will be also berequired to perform other reasonable job-related duties. 
 
Frequency Codes for Job Duties and Job Requirements/Essential Functions:  
Never (0 hours/day)  Occasionally (up to 3 hours/day) Constantly (>6 hours/day) 
Rarely (0-1 hour/day)  Frequently (3-6 hours/day) 
 
Importance Rating: 
Primary Duty – performance is essential to the position 
Marginal Duty – performance could be redesigned or assigned to another employee 
 

Frequency 
 
Frequently 
 
 
Frequently 
 
 
Frequently 
 
 

Job Duty 
 
Open and Close van doors when assisting 
participants in and out of van 

 
 
Fastening seat belt for participants 
 
 
Push wheelchairs, assist particpants using 
walkers. 
 
 

Importance Rating     Performed by  
other employees? 
 
Primary DutyYes 
 
 
Primary DutyYes 
 
 
Primary DutyYes 
 
 

 

Occasionally Individauls in wheelchair will need to be 
secured  
 
 

Primary DutyYes 
 

 

Never       

 
 

Primary DutyYes 
 

 

Never       

 
 

Primary DutyYes 
 

 

Never       

 
 

Primary DutyYes 
 

 

Never       Primary DutyYes  



 
 
 

 

 
List any specialized knowledge, skills, and abilities required for this position: 
 
Knowledge of the safe operation of a passenger van and the safe and appropriate entry and exit of passengers to and 
from the same.  Skills: Ability to safely get in and out of a passenger van or bus. Ability to help participants enter and 
exit the vehicle safely. Ability to kneel, bend over and secure participants' wheel chairs. Ability to assist participants' 
using walkers. Ability to recognize and report safety and mechanical issues to Lighthouse's Administration. Ability to 
drive to specific addresses and locations on schedule but in a safe manner. 
 
 

Purpose:  Summarize in two or three sentences the main purpose of the job. 
 
The primary role and responsibility of the van aide is to assist the program participants with getting on and 
off the van or bus as needed, assisting in buckling their seat belts, and any other needs that the participants 
may have while being transported each morning and afternoon, including their pick up and dropoff to their 
homes or place of residence.  The van aide has the ultimate responsibility for the safety and well-being of 
the program participants while they are passengers in the van or bus. If participant is being transported on 
the bus the aide may be required to operate the lift and help secure participants' chairs using safety straps. 
 

Please list any special license or certification required for this position:  None 
 

Job Requirements/Essential Functions 
 

Part I:  Physical Demands 
 

1. Moving Patients: 

a. Lift, transfer or reposition patients     Yes   Adult   Children   Infants 
b. Transport patients   Yes   Wheelchairs           Stretchers   Beds 
 

2. Moving Inanimate Objects or Patients:   (Select frequency code using drop-down list) 

Lifting or Carrying up to 10 lbs Frequently Pushing or Pulling Forces up to 5 lbs Never 

Lifting or Carrying up to 20 lbs Never Pushing or Pulling Forces up to 10 lbs. Never 

Lifting or Carrying up to 50 lbs Never Pushing or Pulling Forces up to 20 lbs Never 

Lifting or Carrying up to 100 lbs Never Pushing or Pulling Forces up to 40 lbs Never 

Lifting or Carrying over 100 lbs Never Pushing or Pulling Forces over 40 lbs. Never 

 
3. Activity:  (Select frequency code using drop-down list) 

Standing Frequently Bending Frequently 

Walking Frequently Crouching Frequently 

Sitting Frequently Crawling Never 

Repetitive finger, wrist, elbow, shoulder or 
neck movement 

Occasionally Use of finger tips for pinching or retrieving 
small objects 

Never 

Keyboard work Never Awkward postures of neck, shoulder, wrist, 
elbow or fingers 

Frequently 

Forceful hand grasp Occasionally Use of vibrating tools Never 

Seeing Constantly Hearing Frequently 

Reading Frequently Speaking clearly Frequently 

 
4. Climbing and Balancing:(Select frequency code using drop-down list) 

Ladders Never Stairs Occasionally 

Ramps Never Unguarded Heights Never 

Other:  wheelchair lift and steps to van Frequently   

 
5. Reaching and Use of Arms(Select frequency code using drop-down list) 

Reaching (shoulder level or below) Occasionally Reaching while holding objects Never 

Over-shoulder reaching Occasionally Approximate weight of objects held while reaching:  
      lbs. 

 



 
6. Ability to accurately identify and distinguish colors:  Yes   Occasionally 

 
 Part II:  Attendance 
 
7. Ability to maintain a regular work schedule?   Frequently 
8. What is the regular work schedule for this position? 5days per week          4 hours per day 
9. How important is it that the employee isphysically at work?Very Important 
10. Can the employee work from a remote location on a short or long term basis and still be able to perform the essential functions of 

this position?No 



 
Job Requirements/Essential Functions (cont.) 

Part III:  Mental Demands: 
 

11. Mental Acuity:  (Select frequency code using drop-down list) 

Problem Solving Occasionally Analyzing Occasionally 

Adequate Concentration/Memory Skills Frequently Interpersonal Communication Frequently 

Comprehending Frequently Focusing Frequently 

Prioritizing Frequently Decision Making Frequently 

Learning Frequently Judgment Frequently 

Emotional Regulation (attitude/temperament) Frequently Orientation – awareness of surroundings Frequently 

Ability to take correction Frequently Ability to take direction Frequently 

Frustration Tolerance Frequently Stress Tolerance Frequently 

  

Part IV:  Occupational Exposures: 
 

12. Chemical Exposures: (Select frequency code using drop-down list) 

Acids/Alkalis Never Ethylene Oxide Never 

Solvents Never Anesthetic Gas Never 

Formaldehyde Never Wax Stripper Never 

Asbestos Never Glutaraldehyde Never 

Xylene Never Cytotoxic Drug Never 

Soaps/Detergents Never Other       Never 

 
13.        Animal Exposure:Identify type(s) of animal(s):dog and cat from participants at their residence                

 
14.   Environment:Select frequency code using drop-down list)  
 

Indoors Rarely Outdoors Frequently 

Extreme heat Occasionally Extreme Cold Occasionally 

Fast-paced  Occasionally Office Configuration N/A 

 
15. Excessive Noise  (noise level that requires you to shout in order to be heard)   No  Never 

 
16. Is there exposure to radiation?  No 

 

Ionizing Never Lasers Never 

 
17. Does the job involve face to face patient interaction?YesIf yes, how often? Frequently 

 
18. Does the job involve blood or body substance exposure?YesIf yes, how often?  Occasionally 
 
19. Does the job involve exposure to patients with suspected or confirmed TB?NoIf yes, how often?Rarely  
20. Does the job require the use of a respirator (not including TB respirator)?NoIf yes, how often?Never 

 
21.Operation of:  (Select frequency code using drop-down list) 
 

Motor Vehicles Frequently Machinery Never 

Power Tools Never Slicing or Cutting Equipment Never 

Surgical Equipment  Never Other: wheelchair lift Occasionally 

 
21. If driving corporate vehicles, weight of heaviest vehicle employee will be driving.    10,001-26,000 lbs 
 
22.      Is the employee required to have a commercial driver’s license (CDL)?No 

 
23.      Does the job involve other exposures or potential hazards?    Yes Occasionally 

 
Item No. Remarks: 

      Slip trip and fall from wet and icy conditionsl 

            

            

            

            

 


